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Consequences of the Bowman-Venneri Nuclear Excursion Thesis on the Prospects for Placing 

Vitrified Plutonium Canisters in Geologic Repositories 

P. B. Parks, T. G. Williamson, and M. L. Hyder 

INTRODUXOCfN 

Bowman and Venneri of the Los Alamos National Laboratory have prepared a paper entitled "Underground Autocatalytic Criticality from Plutonium and Other Fissile Material" and are circulating drafts for comment and critical review.I The basic thrust of the paper is to point out that 

"... concentrated subcritical fissile material underground might reach criticality that is autocatalytic or self-enhancing. This criticality could come about upon dispersion into the surrounding medium by either natural or unnatural processes, or by the fissile material being carried to other sites where it can collect into different autocatalytic critical configurations. Underground, where the material is confined and there is an abundance of moderating medium around it, the results of such supercritical excursions could range from modest energy releases to the generation of explosive nuclear yields of up to a few hundred tons from a single event. Without water, 50100 kg of fissile material is required to reach autocatalytic criticality. Amounts as small as a kilogram can reach autocatalytic criticality with water present. In varying degrees, all categories of waste containing fissile actinide appear to be susceptible to these criticality excursions, including vitrified weapons plutonium, research reactor and DOE spent fuel, commercial and MOX spent fuel." 

Obviously, this paper will have a significant effect on the several DOE programs that aim to dispose of fissile material in underground repositories, whether of the mined geologic type (tunnels and drifts as at Yucca Mountain) or of the deep borehole type.  

This report examines the relevance of the Bowman-Venneri thesis to the ongoing efforts of the newly created DOE Office of Fissile Materials Disposition. The program of that office is built around disposidon options for unirradated plutonium and enriched uranium materials declared excess to the security needs of the United States. The consensus option for enriched uranium disposal appears to be to make it into low-enriched nuclear reactor fuel and to bum it in the nation's commercial power reactors. The options for plutonium disposal are more complicated but generally fit within one of three options, two with variant sub-options. 2 

"�Store the plutonium in metal, oxide, or some other stabilized form for the indefinite future.  
Dispose of the plutonium in such a way that its disposal form meets the "spent fuel standard" by being as inaccessible for weapons use as the plutonium in spent nuclear 
fuel from commercial power reactors: 
1) Make mixed-oxide (plutonium-uranium) fuel and burn it in power reactors.  

Dispose of the spent fuel in a geologic repository.  
2) Immobilize the excess plutonium in some medium (glass, ceramic, etc.) with or without radioactive high-level wastes to form canisters for disposal in a geologic 

repository.  
3) Dispose of the plutonium directly in metal, oxide, or immobilized forms by burying 

it in deep boreholes.  
Dlispo; of the plutonium in such a way that goes beyond the "spent fuel standard" by nearly completely consuming it in:
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1) Accelerator - subcritical reactor combinations where the plutonium would be 

fissioned nearly to extinction.  

2) Deep bum nuclear reactors, with or without spent fuel reprocessing cycles, where 
the plutonium would be fissioned nearly to extinction.  

The disposal of the plutonium by any of the sub-options that meet the "spent fuel standard" 
are brought into question by the Bowman-Venneri thesis, because these sub-options involve 
burial of either spent mixed-oxide fuel or unirradiated plutonium directly into the ground.  
Such buried disposal forms are susceptible to the creation of single event nuclear yield in the 
"hundreds of tons" range (as shown in the body of Reference 1). If the buried canisters are 
closely spaced, the excursion can spread domino-fashion throughout most or all of the 
forms, multiplying the total yield.  

This report is confined to the effect of the Bowman-Venneri thesis upon the sub-option of the "spent fuel standard" option that involves disposal of unirradiated plutonium in canisters of 
borosilicate glass within the confines of a mined geologic repository or a deep borehole. The 
extension of this study to the other "immobilization forms" (ceramics, metals, concrete, etc.) 
for Pu disposal should not be difficult but is not undertaken here.  

SUMMARY 

The fi-st requirement for any thesis to have an impact on a program is technical acceptance.  
To be accepted, the Bowman-Venneri thesis will have to pass tests that can be summarized in 
four questions: 

• Is the criticality physics correct? 
• Is the excursion yield physics correct? 
* Is the occurrence of the autocatalytic event a reasonably probable event? 
• Is the consequence of an event unacceptable? 

Two of the tests appear to already have been passed.  

• Independent calculations at SRS, repo. 'd in the Appendix of this paper, have confirmed 
the criticality physics.  

• The yields possible in the autocatalytic excursions appear to be reasonable, and have been 
confirmed at LANL.  

The last test cannot be resolved by technical discussion alone, for, at heart, it is a 
regulatory/political question. In our opinion, the consequences will be perceived as 
politically unacceptable. The initial response to the Bowman-Venneri paper appears to 
substantiate this.  

For these reasons, this paper concentrates on the probability of the Bowman and Venneri 
type of criticality excursion. It is argued here, qualitatively, that the event is sufficiently 
probable over a long time period that it must be taken into account when trying to estimate the 
programmatic risk of any proposed action to dispose of excess plutonium.  

The Bowman-Venneri nuclear excursion cannot occur as long as the canister shell remains 
intact (i.e., for hundreds or thousands of years) and as long as sufficient nuclear poisons 
remain wit'. the fissile material. After canister degradation, the probability of a Bowman
Venneri type of nuclear excursion per year is probably small. However, three observations 
concerning the nuclear supercriticalities and the repository design temper whatever comfort 
we might draw from the small yearly probabilities of initiator formation.

€',
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1. Only near canister mixing of soil and plutonium is necessary to initiate a nuclear 
eruption involving a single borosilicate glass canister if nuclear poisons-are not 
present in significant amounts. Removal of the neutron poisons by leaching from 
the Pu-glass, combined with only a modest amount of soil mixing can initiate the 
eruption. Indeed, putting the Pu in glass provides a "head start" for initiation.  

2. The vulnerability to criticality events persists nearly indefinitely because Pu-239 
decays to U-235, which has a half-life of 7 x 108 years and which is almost equally 
fissionable. Thus, even if the annual probability of an event is 10-6 per year or 
less, a period much greater than 106 years must be considered.  

3. A possibility of the spread of the supercriticality blast throughout the entire 
repository (if the canisters are reasonably closely spaced) would exist.  

If the Bowman-Venneri type of excursion occurs, the result can be a yield of -0.4 kilotons 
(and a vaporized cavity of -9 meters diameter) with a possible extension to -150 kilotons 
yield if all of an assumed 50 MT of excess plutonium became involved '. the excursion. The 
overall probabilities of such a scenario have not been shown to be smal. enough to satisfy 
regulators, let alone the public.  

To counter this threat, repository and canister designers would have to adopt one or more of 
the following design requirements.  

1. The concentration of Pu in each canister must be small enough that leaching of the 
neutron poisons naturally occurring in borosilicate glass (B and Li), combined with 
modest fissile. material spreadi,-ig into the repository soil, cannot create the 
conditions for a large nuclear eruption.  

2. The canisters must be widely dispersed to prevent reinforcement of a supercriticality 
should one occur.  

3. Some neutron poisons, to be adled to the Pu-glass during fabrication, must be 
found that remain with the plL onium and its uranium daughter products for 
essentially the life of the Pu-239 and U-235, respectively, or the habitable life of 
Earth, whichever comes first. A single poison is not sufficient because plutonium 
and uranium solubilities differ by a factor of about 300.  

4. A repository design would have to be devised that could absolutely exclude water 
for the habitable life of the Earth.  

The first two conditions would increase the cost of a mined geologic repository or borehole.  
The third condition appears to be very difficult to certify, especially over the long geologic 
times involved. The need for two different poisons lessens confidence in this approach. The 
fourth requirement does not seem technically or economically feasible in an underground 
environment.  

Faced with the costly choices to keep the canister content of Pu small, and to spread the 
canisters widely, the repository designer might decide to accept the risk of the Bowman
Venneri type excursions. He could, in principle, resort to the discipline of Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment (PRA) in an attempt to gauge that risk. However, a PRA (or Performance 
Assessment) does not appear to be credible as a means for establishing confidence in the 
magnitude of the risk when attempted for a length of time of 1-2 billion years.
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For these reasons, the prospects for disposal of vitrified plutonium in a mined geologic repository or a borehole appear to be brought into serious question. .  

None of the storage or disposal options that go beyond the "spent fuel standard" are affected by the Bowman-Venneri thesis. Moreover, the MOX fuel option remains unassailed if chemical processing is assumed instead of direct fuel disposal in underground geologic 
repositories. (Direct fuel disposal is envisioned in the present MOX option of the plutonium disposition program.) However, the probability of Bowman-Venneri type blasts from degradation of spent mixed oxide fuel has to be much smaller than from degraded vitrified 
plutonium logs, as argued in the Discussion.  

Though not a part of the plutonium disposition program, it should be mentioned that the disposal of defense high level waste in borosilicate glass logs in mined repositories is unaffected by the Bowman-Venneri thesis. The amount of fissile material in these logs is too 
small to be susceptible to eruptions.  

DISCUSSION 

I ]Ba c 'kg, und 

The Plutonium Immobilization program, nuw being conducted by the DOE Office of Fissile Materials Disposition, envisions the disposal of excess weapons plutonium (assumed 50 MT for planning purposes) by incorporating the fissile material in some long-lived medium suitable for dispersal in a geologic repository. The repository could be either a mined set of tunnels and caverns of the type being designed and explored at Yucca Mountain in Nevada, or one or more deep boreholes sunk several kilometers beneath the earth's surface.  

Several different media that could incorporate the plutonium in reasonably stable canisters are 
being investigated, including: 

"* Borosilicate Glass 
"* Synroc 
"* Phosphate Glass 
"* ",etailic Alloy 
• UE7'AP 
• High Silica Glass 
• Monazite 

To date, the leading candidates appear to be borosilicate glass, the same medium in which the defense high level waste will be incorporated for disposal, and Synroc. This discussion is confined to the borosilicate glass medium, although extension to other glass media, as well as Synroc, will be readily apparent. Two useful publications on glass properties and the use of 
glass for plutonium disposition are listed in References 3 and 4.  
Bowman and Venneri have recently put forward a study which shows that, over a period of geologic time, plutonium disposal in repositories is vulnerable to nuclear eruptions caused by 
autocatalytic (positive feedback) supercritical excursions. 1 In the scenarios envisioned by Bowman and Venneri, after canister degradation in the repository, the plutonium would become mixed with the surrounding soils, principally Si0 2 or any other such light compounds, by natural forces, such as dissolution in water and consequent soil binding, or 
by inadvertent human intrusion or sabotage.

4
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In such a dry configuration, large autocatalytic criticality excursions are predicted to occur if 
sufficient plutonium (50-100 or more kgs) is dispersed in repository soils over a thickness of 
around 1-5 meters.1 Such underground supercritical systems, by themselves, could be 
expected to have yields in the "hundreds of tons" range, or higher, depending on the 
geometries. If the canisters were sufficiently closely spaced, the vaporization of repository 
medium could extend to adjacent canisters, involving them in the event, and thus reinforcing 
this massive energy release. Even if the probabilities, which have not been quantified, are 
very low, the subsequent consequences could be high, perhaps raising the risks to 
unacceptable levels.  

2. On the Probability of the Bowman and Venneri Nuclear Eruption 

The following scenario is introduced to show that an excursion of the Bowman-Venneri type 
is not impossible. Every assertion about keff is backed up with specific keff calculations that 
are reported in the Appendix of this paper. Assume that a steel canister, of the type produced 
in the SRS Defense Waste Production Facility (2 ft diameter and 10 ft length), containing a 
Pu-bornsilicate glass mixture is deposit-d in a mined geologic repository or a borehole. In 
the course of geologic time, the outer ,teel shell will corrode away exposing the Pu-glass 
contents to the leaching effects of ground water. In underground reptvsitories, over such 
long periods, no technology is known that can prevent the ultimate corrosion and destruction 
of the protective canister shell. (When considering geologic time periods, the existence of a 
man-made, engineered protective container becomes irrelevant.) 

Boron, one of the neutron absorbing elements in borosilicate glass, will be leached out of the 
Pu-glass rubble relatively quickly.3 Lithium is also present, and depending on the repository 
chemistry, may or may not form precipitates, which may or may not stay reasonably close to 
unc original canister site. Most lithium cornpounds are quite soluble in water. A soil reflected 
canister containing 134 kgs of weapoiis plutonium (metal) will experience a rise of keff from 
about 0.3 to about 0.9 if the poisons are effectively removed. This amount of plutonium is 
within the range of Pu loadings per canister discussed as feasible in the recent report by the 
National Academy of Sciences on plutonium disposal. Once the boron and lithium have been 
removed, the presence of water with only an H/Pu atom ratio of -10 (2 wt% H20) would 
drive the system critical. (Complet- removal of the boron and lithium is not necessary. A 
higher water concentration would st'i cause a criticality.) Use of other poisons might delay 
but can not be shown to prevent the above criticality scenario (as discussed in Section 6).  

A chugging type of criticality event could occur. The system keff would probably not exceed 
delayed critical. Water could be driven out by steam formation to temporarily shut down the 
criticality until sufficient water trickled back in. However, this repeated churning of steam 
and heated water over aeons though the Pu-glass rubble could accelerate the leaching of 
plutonium and its equally fissile uranium daughter products and could spread these materials 
into the soil surrounding the canister. Bowman and Venneri argue that the repeated steam 
bursts would fracture the rock in the immediate vicinity which would further the possibility 
of Pu/U being driven into the adjacent medium. The dispersal of Pu/U into the surrounding 
soil would be accompanied by an increasing dry system keff as the dispersal progressed.  
That is, between the wet system criticality excursions, the minimum keff would sooner or 
later exceed unity. When a Pu/U dispersal of only some 30-50 cm into the surrounding soil 
occurred, the calculations listed in the Appendix show that the dry keff could exceed prompt 
critical and cause a Bowman-Venneri type of excursion. Bowman and Venneri estimate the 
yield at about 3 tons/kg of fissile material. Hence, the yield of a single canister event would 
be about 0.4 kilotons.  

Any collection of Pu in this amount (134 kgs) will be vulnerable to a criticality excursion if 
buried underground as a single unit. The Pu-glass wasteform has the misfortune to have 
provided the excursion a "head start" because the principal component of the glass is SiO2.

5
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We have shown that the Bowman-Venneri type of excursion is possible. We have not 
shown that it is probable. Indeed, there is insufficient data available to prove concTusively 
just what the probabilities of the above scenario are. From this point on, we can only argue 
qualitatively concerning the probabilities. But to address this issue, we must first determine 
the period of time over which we must be concerned about such a criticality event.  

3. The Time Required for Nuclear Blast Prevention 

The definition of a time for which a nuclear eruption (and by inference criticality) must be 
prevented within a geologic repository of fissile waste transcends the bounds of purely 
technical discussion. The thought of allowing 400 tons of nearly instantaneous energy 
release within the confines of a geologic nuclear waste repository appears to be politically 
daunting. As argued in Reference 1, the blast generated from multiple canisters could be 
much larger than that from a criticality involving a single canister.  

Such eruptions would not be some "ho-hum" affair that could be dismissed easily as having 
little or no consequence. It might be argu•d that such eruptions and their effects would be 
entirely confined within the repository and not cause any threat to humans or any other biota 
on the surface.* After all, many nuclear detonations have been set off in the underground 
test chambers of the Nevada Test Site on which Yucca Mountain is prtially sited.  

However, such energy releases are not supposed to occur in nuclear waste repositories, 
particularly if significant fission product inventories remain. Venting of blast created fission 
products would be a concern. The effect on the performance of the repository would have to 
be painstakingly researched- An overwhelming case would have to be constructed before the 
technical community could be convinced that these large eruptions in the midst of the 
ieposito-y were harmless. Even then, poliacians and regulators wouid ,iave a difficult time 
facing the intense public scrutiny that would surely follow the announcement of such a 
conclusion.  

If the above argument holds, then selecting some very long, but arbitrary time for the 
prevention of such nuclear excursions is a meaningless exercise. Why should generations 
living near the repository after, say, 10,000 lears be protected any less than generations born 
before 10 000 years? micidcritally, the EP selected criterion of 10,000 years of protection is 
based on the prevention of harmful fission product release to the accessible environment from 
high-level-waste burial, not the prevention of a critical nuclear excursion.  

In connection with this line of inquiry, the half-life of Pu-239, the principal fissile 
component in weapons plutonium, is approximately 24,000 years. However, the daughter 
product of Pu-239 decay is U-235, which is almost as fissile as Pu-239. The half-life of U
235 is -7x10 8 years. In the Appendix, the progression of k*. is shown with time as Pu-239 
and Pu-240 decay to U-235 and U-236, respectively. The effect on k. is <6% over 100,000 
years. Hence, if the above argument prevails, criticality prevention must be maintained for a 
few billions of years (assuming mankind and Earth last that long), unless some arbitrary 
regulatory limit is imposed.  

Note: As Bowman and Venneri point out, the nuclear eruptions are not explosions in the 
classic sense because the energy releases occur over some milliseconds of time, too slow 
for the formation of shock waves. This does not mean that this is not a violent event.  
The use of gunpowder as a propellent is a case in point.

6
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On the other hand, the conclusion that criticality must be prevented for such a large time is 
certainly arguable. Just as income or debt anticipated many years in the future ought to be 
discounted, the importance of preventing a possible disaster far enough in the future could be 
discounted; it could be lost in the noise of what is going on continuously. According to the 
World Almanac, there have in this century been four earthquakes and four cases of storm 
and/or flood that have each killed >100,000 people; tens of millions have been killed by war, 
famine, or pestilence; there have been some truly massive volcanic eruptions, which did 
immense damage and had the potential for massive fatalities; and there was a meteorite strike 
comparable in its effects to those of a rather large thermonuclear weapon. All of these exceed 
the likely effects of a partially contained fission explosion in a, presumably, lightly populated 
area.  

This philosophical question ultimately turns on the argument as to the responsibility of the 
present generation to avoid taking any action that might ultimately add to the risks facing 
future generations. This is a political question that must be dealt with by regulators and 
politicians, to which the technical community can contribute, but not decide.  

It seems likely that the political/regulatory community will impose me condition that 
excursions of the Bowman-Venneri type must not occur in the repo-tory for the life of 
humanity or perhaps 1-2 billion years. In effect, then, the yearly probability of such an event 
will have to be integrated over an extremely long time. Even if the yearly probability remains 
very small, say -10-9 per year, the overall probability could be as high as unity over 109 
years (assuming a constant probability).  

Of course, we don't know the yearly probability at this time. However, we might consider 
recourse to the discipline of Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) to determine it, and the 
attendant risk of a criticality excursion.  

4. On the Use of PRA Techniques to Determine the Criticality Excursion Risks in a Repository 

A commonly accepted technique for dealing with low probability - high consequence 
accidents is to perform a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in an attempt to discover 
whether the risk (probability x conseq,' ,nce) is acceptable. PRA is an excellent tool for 
predicting accident frequencies in the -rea of once in a million years; although at this 
frequency, the uncertainties may be fairly large but tolerable. PRA is well suited where 
equipment, procedures, or human actions provide barriers to prevent possible untoward 
scenario, from occurring. However, one must be able to construct with a high degree of 
certainty each of the possible scenarios and the probability of failure of each of the barriers.  
It is very unlikely that all of the possible scenarios have been identified. It is even more 
unlikely that probability of failure of each barrier over 109 years can even be remotely 
determined. Uncertainties in values applied to the individual "components" would be so 
large that even if an assessment could be made, the combined uncertainties would render a 
final answer virtually useless.  

Thus, the technical community will be faced with a untenable situation. It will be asked to 
pass technical judgement on the probability of Bowman-Venneri type of excursion, over a 
period of about a billion years. However, the only tool the community will have to perform 
this analysis will be inapplicable. Therefore, a estimate of the probability, high or low, 
will be unsupported by any objective analysis and can only be subjective, at best.  

5. On the Lnading and Spacing of Pu Containing Canisters in the Repository 

The more plutonium that is placed in a single canister, the fewer will be the number of 

canisters. If the criticality excursion problem in the repository did not exist, then the upper 
limit of plutonium that could be placed within a single canister would be set either by 
criticality consideration during canister filling or by the properties of the Pu-glass system.  

7
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On the basis of very early calculations, the boron and lithium in the borosilicate glass itself 
could prevent criticality during fabrication if the percentage of weapons Pu in the glass did 
not exceed -15 wt%. 5 Pu-glass with apparently acceptable properties in which the Pu 
percentage was about 7-10 wt% has already been demonstrated. 6 The canister size has not 
been chosen, but if one used the glass canisters the size of Defense H1igh Level Waste 
(DHLW) canisters as an example (10 ft length, 2 ft diameter), about 1,680 kgs of Pu-glass 
could be contained in each. If 8 wt% is chosen as an upper limit of the percentage of Pu that 
could be placed in a singlc large canister of the DHLW type, then -134 kgs of weapons grade 
(or other) Pu could be contained. Just this type of canister, and loading, was considered in 
the NAS report on plutonium dispositions as within the possible range.  

In Reference 5, a DHLW type canister containing 23 kgs of weapon's Pu (-1.4 wt%) was 
postulated for costing purposes. On the basis of a range of 23-134 kgs Pu being selected for 
inclusion in DHLW type canisters, the total number of canisters would be somewhere 
between 373 and 2,174 to dispose of 50 MT of plutonium.  

The dispos,1 of glass canisters in a geologic repository is costly. A measure of this is the 
repository fees contemplated for DOE-owned spent fuels, which are in the range of $250,000 
to $700,000 per canister. These costs are strongly affected by the number of canisters and 
the canister spacing, as the overall cost of preparing and qualifying the repository must be 
apportioned among all the different types of canisters emplaced. It can be estimated that the 
repository fees for glass canisters would be in the range of $100 million and $1.5 billion, 
depending on canister loading and spacing, and there would be a strong incentive to aim for 
the lower number. This economic factor strongly encourages close spacing of the canisters, 
say a few meters apart.  

The upper end of the range of Pu concent. ations in a single canister is sufficient to fulfill the 
Bowman and Venneri condition for criticali:y initiation as shown in Section 3. At the lower 
end, the Pu content of three or four of the 2,174 canisters would have to combine to trigger 
the eruption. If the spacing were only a few meters, the fireball or neutron field from a 400 
ton nuclear eruption (-9 meters in diameter') could encompass other adjacent canisters, 
which would cause the inclusion of the other canisters in the eruption and lead, domino 
fashion, to a very large (-150 kilotons) total energy release, if the other canisters were in a 
sirmdlar state of leaching.  

According to Bowman and Venneri, this domino-like involvement would come about from 
direct h-ating of the neighboring thermally fissionable material or from neutron induced 
fissioning.1 The eruption would, within milliseconds, create a plasma of vaporized 
plutonium, glass, and rock out to a diameter of about nine meters. If the canister spacing 
were about four meters, or less, the nearest neighboring canisters would be exposed to the 
fireball and nearly instantaneously vaporized. The rock would suffer a phase change and 
increase in density about a factor of two. This would create free space into which the 
vaporized material could rapidly expand under the driving force created by the extreme 
plasma temperature. The rock vapor and the Pu-glass vapor of the nearest neighbor canister 
would begin to mix. This system would experience an increasing keff, and when keff 
exceeded delayed critical, would undergo a new autocatalytic, criticality eruption. This direct 
heating scenario could spread, domino-fashion, throughout the repository. If the total energy 
release were simply additive (not a given) then the total could amount to about 150 kilotons 
(assuming 400 tons from each 134 kg Pu canister).  

6. Qn the Use of Neutron Poisons to Prevent Bowman-Venneri Excursions 

Obviously, a possible step in the prevention of excursions of the Bowman and Venneri type 
would be to include neutron poisons in the Pu-glass waste forms. In connection with the 
question of nuclear poisons, it is worth noting that uranium is potentially more soluble than, 
and hence, more mobile than the plutonium. Thus, at least two types of poisons would be 

9
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necessary, one to stay with the plutonium and the other to stay with the more mobile, uranium 
daughter products. Gadolinium could be used for the plutonium and depleted uranium for 
the uranium daughters. The added U-238 would have to be many times the concentration of 
U-235 to be effective as a neutron poison. This would leave much less room for the 
incorporation of the plutonium into the glass. The use of gadolinium (or another rare earth) 
as a poison does not ensure it will stay with the plutonium; the coefficient of solubility, Ksp, 
for gadolinium hydroxide is about 10-22 moles4/liters4 ; that of Pu (IV) hydroxide is about 
10-55 moles5/liters5.  

It does not appear to be possible to devise laboratory tests that will demonstrate that neutron 
poisons, such as gadolinium, will stay with the plutonium over a period of, say, 109 years.  
Practical leaching tests have uncertainties in the measured result of some one to five percent.  
However, differences in leach rates of a magnitude similar to the test uncertainty could result 
in significant separation over geological time of a poison material and a fissile material. In 
criticality studies, the burden of proof is always on the proponent of a mitigating action. It is 
difficult to see how leaching tests can provide the required proof of non-separation over 
aeons.  

If one wishes to address the poison-fissile material subject correctly, one should not speak of 
the fissile material and poison as separating. In reality, the more leachable and soluble 
material (presumably the poison) would have a broader distribution than the fissile material.  
That is, the breadth of the fissile material distribution could be spread, over geologic time, 
more narrowly than the poison. See Figure 1. This would facilitate the formation of the 
initiating criticality event. If a Bowman-Venneri type of autocatalytic excursion occurred, the 
fireball could encompass more of the region containing the spread out poison. If it did so 
appreciably, the excursion could be terminated prematurely and the yield decreased.  
However, the modeling of the poison/fissile material spreading, the nuclear excursion 
initiation, and the fireball spreading would be difficult to accomplish with any certainty. The 
lack of certainty would not argue in favor of taking credit for the poison remaining within the 
fireball region.  

7. Consequences of the Bowman-Venneri Thesis on Pu-Glass Disposal in a Mined Geologic 
Repository 

It is not impossible to dispose of Pu-glass canisters in a mined geologic repository with a 
high degree of safety if one is willing to pay the price. Reduction of Pu loading per canister 
will greatly reduce the probability of initiation of the nuclear eruptions of the positive 
feedback, autocatalytic type described by Bowman and Venneri. Wide spacing of the 
canisters in a single repository would delay, but not absolutely prevent, the collection of Pu 
in sufficient quantity at one place in the soil of the repository necessary for a nuclear 
eruption, and would prevent the domino-like involvement of the whole repository in the 
excursion. Both of these measures will simply increase the cost of repository disposal.  

Consider the canister spacing alone. To prevent the domino effect of one blast causing all the 
canisters in the repository to become involved, the spacing would have to be much wider 
than the fireball diameter of the original blast (-9 meters by Bowman and Venneri). Let us 
choose 25 meters for the spacing. Storage of 373 canisters, each containing 134 kgs would 
then require -0.23 km 2 of repository area. The use of a smaller canister loading would 
increase the size of the required repository area by the inverse of the loading. For instance, at 
23 kgs per canister, and with 25 meter spacing, the repository size would be -1.4 kin2 . The 
0.23 km2 area represents about 14% of the 400 acre Yucca Mountain repository. The 1.4 
km 2 area would require about 86% of the same repository. Clearly, the costs of the $9 
billion Yucca Mountain program to be allocated to the Pu-glass program would be very large.  
Such a large allocation also assumes no opposition from the commercial fuel interests (an 
unlikely prospect).

9
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The above calculations serve only to illustrate the effect of canister spacing on the economics.  
If the reader thinks that 25 meters would be too large a spacing, he is free to reduce it to 
whatever extent he can defend.  

8. Consequences of the Bowman-Venneri Thesis on Pu-Glass Disposal in a Deep Borehole 

The deep borehole concept is also being investigated for the: 

"• direct disposal of chopped Pu parts 
"• direct disposal of Pu oxide, Pu metal 
"* disposal of immobilized Pu (glass, ceramic, etc.) 

Unfortunately, the Pu-glass canister disposal mode appears vulnerable to initiation of an 
autocatalytic nuclear excursion in a borehole.* 

Assume that somewhere between 373 and 2,174 DHLW type canisters are placed in a single 
borehole. These numbers of canisters would be required if 50 MT are placed in canisters 
with loadings of 134 kgs down to 23 kgs in each. The vertical length of the column of 
canisters, assuming no spacing between canisters and -3 meter canister lengths, would be 
somewhere betwen 1.1 km, and 7 km to dispose of the postulatedl 50 MT of weapons 
plutonium in this fashion.  

At 134 kgs Pu/canister, only one canister would be required after canister corrosion to form a 
potential initiator of a nuclear supercriticality (following loss of neutron poisons by leaching).  
At 23 kgs Pu/canister, three to four adjacent canisters could pool their plutonium in a single 
collection to initiate the nuclear eruption (again presuming loss of the nuclear poisons). The 
other lower and higher lying canisters wUald almost immediately become involved in the 
eruption, providing a very large total energy release.  

Obviously, the canisters should not be placed in contact with each other. Bowman and 
Venneri calculate the maximum size of an underground fireball at about nine meters diameter.  
Clearly, we would separate the canisters vertically to prevent the domino effect. Assume 
that a spacing of -25 meters was chosen. Add about three meters for the canister length.  
Thus, the vertical stack of spaced canister, would now be somewhere between 10 kim anc± 0i1 
km in total length, depending on the canister loading. If the boreholes were between 2 and 4 
km deep and the canisters were confined to the bottom half of the boreholes, the number of 
boreholes t-, contain all the canisters would be somewhere between 5 and 61, depending on 
the number of canisters and the average depth of the boreholes. The drilling costs have been 
estimated in early projections at about $60 million per hole. Thus, the borehole costs alone 
might be somewhere between $300 million and $3.7 billion.  

It is worth noting that in deep boreholes leaching of the Pu-glass may be much quicker than 
in near-surface emplacements. This is because at great depth and pressure, superheated 
water may be present, and it is a very aggressive leachant.  

The deep borehole concept is, therefore, faced with the same unpalatable choices as the 
mined repository. Either prevent the domino effect of nuclear eruptions by separating the 
canisters vertically, and suffer the economic consequences, or accept the risk of the domino 
effect and live with the consequences of a very large blast. Pooling of the Pu/U from several 
small content canisters seems to have a larger likelihood of occurrence in a borehole than in 
the mined repository.  

* This paper assumes that SiOC2 is the principal medium of the borehole. Bowman and 

Venneri have shown that the form of medium (tuff, granite, etc., except for salt domes) 
makes little difference.
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9. Effects of the Bowman-Venneri Thesis of Nuclear Blasts on Non-Pu--Glass Waste Forms 

This paper has pointed out the effects on the program for disposing of plutonium in 

borosilicate glass as a consequence of the nuclear eruptions that are possible with such forms 

in both mined geologic repositories and deep boreholes. The non-glass disposal forms have 

not been specifically treated in this paper. However, no obvious advantages of the non-glass 
forms are apparent to the authors. We would expect similar results from studies of the non
glass forms.  

10. Conclusions 

Unless the Bowman-Venneri thesis can be discredited on physical grounds, DOE must 
approach the question of geologic disposal of plutonium very cautiously. Comparative cost 
analyses of the various alternatives should take into account prevention of the Bowman
Venneri type of criticality excursion. We suggest that the direct disposal of Pu-glass in a 
mined geologic repository may not appear economically attractive if that is done. Thus, the 

success of the vitrification program is threatened.  

On balance, there is little doubt that we can, if we want, engineer a repository that can safely 

hold the plutonium without danger of criticality for ca. 10,000 years. The Egyptians did this 

sort of thing in their construction of tombs and pyramids 5,000 years ago, and even wood 

furniture and cloth from inside these have been recovered in good condition. Chinese 

structures thousands of years old have also survived. On the other hand, most of these were 

re-entered and looted within a few hundred years of construction, and many of the remainder 
have suffered the same fate in our own century. Except for the deep boreholes, this would 
likely be the fate of any repository we build. History shows that man's institutions typically 

last some hundreds of years at mos.; policies are even shorter lived. Someone within the 

next thousand years is likely to want this plutonium and unless cheaper alternatives are 
available, they will get it (and digging it up is not prohibitively expensive).  

Even if the option of repository disposal of vitrified plutonium is abandoned, the other 

options for plutonium disposition will still remain valid. However, the deep underground 
disposal of spent MOX fuel can be tuestioned on the basis of the Bowman-Venneri thesis.  
One technical answer to that is chet, -cal processing. Whether reproce-mig will be requiieu 
is an open question. The decay of plutonium to uranium, and the presence of the very low 

enriched uranium in the spent fuel probably means that the time of maximum vulnerability is 

just after canister destruction up to -100,000 years. Beyond that time, only very low 

enriched uranium will remain, and that material must have a much lower vulnerability to a 
Bowman-Venneri type of supercriticality than the pure Pu-glass systems discussed above.  
Further study will be required to resolve this issue.  

Beyond the MOX fuel disposal mode are the storage, Integral Fast Reactor, and Accelerator

Subcritical Reactor options. These are unaffected by the Bowman-Venneri thesis. Also 
unaffectedl is the possibility of using vitrification as a stabilization step for plutonium and 

storing the Pu-glass logs above ground while long-term disposition strategies are decided.  

Above ground storage eliminates the possibility of a Bowman-Venneri type of nuclear 
excursion.  
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APPENDIX 

Criticality Calculations for Plutonium Buried In DWPF Canisters 

This is an evaluation of plutonium in 2 ft. by 10 ft. canisters in western soil. The proposition 
is that the boron and lithium poisons are leached from the canister and separate from the 
plutonium oxide which remains with the other glass components. The canister may slump 
and expand radially. Also, the plutonium and/or its uranium daughter products may leach 
from the glass and be forced a short distance into the surrounding soil. Is there a criticality 
concern? 

The canister dimensions and plutonium loading are shown in Table 1 and the material 
characteristics are in Tables 2 and 3. In Table 2, three representative glasses are listed- glass 
with all components including PuO2 at 171 g/l, glass with the boron and lithium compounds 
removed, and glass without boron and lithium but with water to an H/Pu ratio of 100. Two 
plutonium mixtures were considered, Pu-239 with 6% Pu-240 and all Pu-239. These 
mixtur-s maintain the ratios of SiO2, MgO and Na2O as used by Skiles and Mincey7 , and 
maintain the plutonium concentration ot 134 kg plutonium in a canister 2 feet diameter and 10 
feet long. The glass density is theoretical density. Listed in this tab-; are the compound 
weight fractions, the mixture density in 'g/cc and the H/Pu atom ratio for one wet glass 
mixture. Table 3 lists the soil properties used by Bowman and Venneri. 1 

Table 1 
Canister Characteristics

Diameter 60.96 cm.  
Length 304.8 cm.  
Vol. 890 Liters 
Pu 134 kg 
Pu 151 
Pu02 171 1

Table 2 
Glass Characteristics

Wt. Frac. Wt. Frac. Wt. Frac.  
SiO 2  0.7206 0.8490 0.5472 
B20 3  0.0749 -_
IU20 0.0655 -
MO 0.0187 0.0221 0.0142 
Na20 0.0562 0.0662 0.0426 
PuO2 0.0642 0.0627 0.0933 
H20 - 0.3091 
Density 2.66 2.72 1.83 
H/Pu _ _ 100
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Table 3 

Soil Characteristics 

Wt.Frac 
SiO2  0.716 
A1203 0.121 
H20 0.040 
K20 0.035 
CaO 0.024 
Density 2.69

WSRC-TR-95-0036

The Joshua J70 Modules HRXN-KENO were used in this analysis. HRXN computes atom 
densities and prepares mixture cross sections in the Hansen-Roach 16-group energy 
structure. KENO is a Monte Carlo module which computes the effective multiplication 
factor. Results for several cases are in Table 4.  

Table 4 
Monte Carlo Results

-. - 1* t cc i K�fl I SW. kef 1 sig.
12 0% Pu-240 6% Pu-240 

Full Glass Mixture 0.292 0.002 0.280 0.001 

Mixture w/o B or Li 0.906 0.004 0.854 0.006 

Mixture with water H/Pu=10 1.174 0.008 0.979 0.008 
Mý_xtuve with water H/Pu=20 __ .086 0.008 

Mixture with water H/Pu-40 1.230 0.007 

Mixture with water H/Pu=60 1.325 0.008 

Mixture with water H/Pu=100 1.582 0.004 1.455 0.006 

Canisters in linear array keff 1 sig. keff 1 sig.  
0% Pu-240 6% Pu-240 

One can 0.906 0.004 0.854 0.006 

Three cans 0.930 0.004 0.850 0.007 
Five car., 0.933 0.004 .47 0.007 
Seven cans 0.940 0.006 

Single Canister keff 1 sig. keff 1 sig.  

Expanded radius 0% Pu-240 6% Pu-240 
Fixed Volume 
R = 30.48 : HID = 5.0 0.906 0.004 0.854 0.006 

R = 35 : H/D = 3.3 0.968 0.004 0.888 0.007 
R = 40 : H/D = 2.2 1.014 0.004 0.939 0.007 
R = 50 : HID = 1.1 1.074 0.004 0.983 0.008 
R = 60 : H/D = 0.7 1.076 0.009 0.973 0.008 
R =70 H/D = 0.4 1.040 0.009 0.952 0.009
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Single Canister keff 1 sig. keff I sig.  
Expanded radius 0% Pu-240 6% Pu-240 
Reduced Pu concentration 
R = 30.48 : 151 g Pull 0.906 0.004 0.854 0.006 
R = 45 : 69 g Pu/I 0.870 0.008 
R = 60 : 39 g Pu/l 0.895 0.006 
R=90 :17 gPu/i 0.940 0.008 
R = 120 : 9.7 g Pu/I 1.174 0.008 0.976 0.008 
R = 150 : 6.2 g Pu/i 1.202 0.008 1.020 0.006 
R = 180 : 4.3 g Pu/I 1.167 0.007 1.008 0.006 

These data show that the single canister is safe with the boron and lithium leached away, 
however, is not safe if water intrudes. The addition of water to make the H/Pu atom ratio as 
low as 10, which corresponds to about 2% by weight water, significantly increases the 
multiplication factor.  

The canisters stacked one above the other to make a long cylinder with no Uoron or lithium or 
water maintain a multiplication less than unity.  

If a single canister without boron, lithium or water slumps to a cylindrical shape with fixed 
volume approaching an H/D ratio of unity, it becomes unsafe with Pu-239 only but maintains 
keff less than unity with Pu-240.  

If the plutonium material expands radially into the surrounding soil (but does not shrink 
axially) so the fissile density decreases, the system can reach conditions with keff greater than 
unity v'ith and without the Pu-240 

Both Pu-239 and Pu-240 decay by alpha emission to U-235 and U-236, respectively, with 
half lives of thousands of years. An estimation of the reactivity effect was made by 
computing the infinite multiplication factor, Kinf, for the dry mixture with no boron or 
lithium. For this computation, a direct substitution of a uranium atom was made for each 
plutonium decay. Half lives of 24,100 years and 6,570 years were used for Pu-239 and Pu
240, respectively. Results are in Table Z 

Table 5 
Change in Infinite Multiplication Factor

Decay Time Kinf 
Years 

0 1.728 
10,000 1.699 
50,000 1.654 
100,000 1.628

This indicates that the substitution of U-235 for Pu-239 and U-236 for Pu-240 does not 
markedly change the multiplication factor.
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Technicd reviews of papr on criticality and aeiegy relea so from 
undergruid smape of fissile materialcon4d the pobablity of ac of the 

stes cqeedIs vmno= l small and the preabslxky of oamargencet of &l of &hm 
is~~ .am alyrD. Even'f they could occur amy releas would be too smal a&W 

slow. to produm srgnifican c olaqt~i h aokr ro h ufc 

The Laboraory provided technical reviews of ;papr r by Dma Bowman and Veawned The 
fiMt aiti*ed "Nuclear Excrsns and Eruptions from Pfutooinm aW Other Fmile. Material Stored 
UndalgrudW 1('Nuclea Excursions') was reviewed ini Decmber, 1994, and a wriftoe response 
was submitted to te authors through Laboratory mangment 7%e weoo:, cratied Crkkzaity 
Isxuet for Ternmaly Rkasls M=621a in Geola&i Storga2 ('Critialiy Xsauo?), wbich was a 
response to the ismes raised in the Dcmrober raviaw, was reviewed in Falruazy, 1995. This 
review summasrizes the assemmnt of both Very recently, the ators release a thWr paper.  
eiaided "Undegrpoud AUWocsaytii Czi*caly from pkuraimni and Odhe F~isil MateriaL"3 

('Uwdetpround Azlocalalydc Crhicality'). However, itisi largely a coampdaimhi wifthut, correction, 
of reaterisi frsc the &urs two; thus, our comments appy to it as wlL 

The papers primariy discuts the undergnaWd cmplaceamat, of gluqs logss 'otaining 
we Pc s pltomum.m and purport to denxmontrt tha after on do order of lO0OOC yeams gcologic 

&*onv wil mcncaw *air reactviy to the point whoen criticality. auto-catayti action and explosive 
emerg reeasn ane pmbbl.d Te sigaiflcaot differenc between fth yqp pu is that fth fmt .xdbe 
the lncrew. in reactivity to %he dkition of plutooum in a dry diicon daiox netium. wbile the 
second two asrb the bnra"Se of reactivity Wto LAneirair of phwnoi~au in a wet ailskv 
diazie mediua 

The meiew concluded tWa the. dis~saow n Wthe papers does not desaftb a credible, 
sequence of geologi swent leading tD super ~icifticlz ad =&n~ive ewgy relAs. Thre 
probobflty Iof each of fth nolaary steps-Ainmea in reactvity to criticly, =*k)catlyss, and 
explosive wenW rekow-is vanishingl small and tdo prrb&Wlty of cocmeot all thme is 
essentiay umn Moreover, even if donw &tWp ocud occu, any energ Wowas wtmld be too mallU 
aMW slow to Prodaf any siA1pamt sonsemies eithe is~ the tepoeltoy or an fte Wfurce 
ladeedany lyurpaeeffatawould ocafto da atmuc of uzaazidsof years which are to lMug 
as to be outsde 6re dme scal of any credgbe sceniica prefditon
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Einplamment, dispersal. anW criicality. TMe gcological situawins discussed in 
'Niclt E.xcunions" wesc too unreaflksi to provide a useful firawnwork for anulysis or to valdake 
die prupow4 ceaio CCbTat waa poiniý out in the review. but tdos situatcxzs vAw atifl usod in 
"N~iicIiy Jwssm." "Nilear Bxcunionu postul aws Uh emplaceOMen of fisdle material im 
geologic forrations of pars siOwn dioxide, which is a weak neutron absocber, is not a comm~on 
Seol*k material. and has not been pwposed as at zci~iwo~y rnmwxiai Oth cd.eaet prescu in alu 
Seolopic formations absorb neuaons mucli mom sarogly d=ai pmr A=lco dioxide, which reduces 
the rmaCi~vity of fth zzixn.m Although the papcrs mntion minor xoil contiluens %with very large 
abmopton cross uiecdons, th*i alcalalons ignor them. The papers oflkr anstzpporrwI esimaes 
that Incltidins £bai wWod hxmeas the cn"ka wAss by 340%. Whui thy wre pzopedy included. it 
may n~ot be powibl to achieve critiality for fte &ssuumed conditions eme with pmr Pa-239. it is 

not posible to be more quanWivc in our response without further analysis of weapons Pu and 
V= W in meaistic media which ii not performed mn ftse repowm That must be done in a mome 

mtiul subsequent projct.  
The papers perform most of their calculatous for pmr Pu-239. The weapons plutonium of 

inmcs has a aignif&=n fration of Ptbu240, a strong absorber dwa forthe radi2 ies zuwtavity. Even 
fbr the maximum loadings postulated in 'Nuclear Excursins," weapons plu~aitm cuu~l nay=e 
dispems wo a ctundititi of mitzcalty, in rc4) dry repository uaeriAls. it is wgued that fth Pi-240 
would dremy, leaving fte more rcactive Pu-239, but that would happen over several times the 

6M50 year hW lM od Pu-240. EveA then the Pu-240 would be rep~md by hiM daughter U-236, 
which is a wea)=e but stil noiticeable absorbe. dcrulizi the therma lly fAsh. mAxninic 

The ampdoA olspf izi~cancdispervion of plucwizub into dhe -nmmdSt weoloic 

maedium is without jusdi~cuin. Geologic processes would take m~ion of yearm by witich time 
pluutoisum wouLd have decayed ou uranium-235, which is less rexacav than Pu-239. We hav noz 

discovered a credible proces that would produce mom rapidl dispesaL Anainpseak anwums 

ame unubkely and a&m zrotinely accountd for in tepository analyses. "Criticality ISSMes argue &,tha 
wanr flowing down through bte repository wou." i dissolve the glas lOg in I 000 Year and leave 
fragil powder, but its cakl uation ovmrstimafea'tbe amount of rainfall an-an wate wiftki-cbe 

repositoy by I==or of I=00 so the corectutms caicfor dispezual 1 aboit amillio y~mu4 

Mdoreover, d=e tznpeaaiow Vaictts dnviqg th. process ame nverestialed bY 8A order of 

magnitude, and fte leduciba process could 1cave a masdue as spRon as *10 Oigin) log.  
Autocatayub. The papcu' aaumpuns about fth behavir of fts Iisshl Mi"Mx nam 

criticality we not cradible. Based an thmi imp rmn~rpzuauu otpublishodeq~bu*Io of sAOte

-NucWe11r Exguxsicmaý md Wndsrpouad Antcatcaalync Crit*icalty assomed the rock in whih the 

&Wsie m o"Aal is *osed is rigi vad wourld prevent theexpw*U of fhe maimial. Rock is 

comtpw=Nde, and "mu at depfts of several kiuneters litbOM&SMij un ame . UL SWll
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amwtoxroic so that coafining suresses are small. Even if fte mbWe material became critical. it 
would slowly beat and expmnd which would decreas its reac1tity below critiaL Then its neutrovn 
flux would drop, and it would cooL5 Thus these dry mnixtre have uto neptive temperanir 
coeftiients chceiccof most fisile awseblirs, as discussed im detail i= dr. open meetings of 
te Tmview, and would not be autocaualytic for niwrial motio over Soologic time sWls.  

'Criticality lUuesM again argued that fissile mawWia could diffuse to criticality, although it 
Mhfed Its argument to SiO2 with high amowuns of wae, which hav highemeacvity. 6 Howeme, 

the physics for such media is essentially the same as that for dry rOCkj7 11He ame two Wun to thre 
argMent, depending on whethe the wmixur appwoacbe caiticality fvim the undcr inukented or 
over modeated side. JRm the under moderaWe sidr, as the mix=r waclud criticality. it would 
bhag sigbtly. That would e~xpl some wate, which would reduce its mactvity, aficr which it would 
cooL8 This is closey meia4 to the stabilization of dry media by a negati-we tempeamture coefficienL 

From the over modoraled Aide, as the mixture guradually passed throgh cditcAlity, it would 
heat s&ighty-4Lhough not cnomtg to ex*e sisdniicant, wale-which would cams it to expand. That 
would reduce its reactivity, afirr which it would cool.9 Thus, ovm moderaed, heavily hychied 
mixture pnaerafy aWW ha'0.- nogative tempeatuz* coefficients 10 Thus, ther is norbing new in fth 
piper on wet media which jWs repeat the stability emor made in Nuckwa Excursions" in a 
diferent coawteI 

A key fAmcure not addressed in the paper mviewed is importanc of die evolution in *wm of 
the criticklily and temperature of the mixtues. For thou of inuecsittbe tiow scale for the increase 
of reactivity is very nmg-tens to hundreds of thoubands of yeas. Thus, fth excs levels Of 
critcality and hazwe the tune scales foe the release of energy ame corsodnly ng-diousands 
to tens or hundreds of thosads of seconds And the tcmpemuire inrcrases are factions of a 
4egre. The slowness of thos processes dominatehe faste timse-dependent procsse postulated 

but not analyzod in the reports.  
Tmee a= some ==fiiucally loteresuzig i= .. rxdmn between the neptive muperutw 

coefficiert of such mint=e from expansio and th~e potenfialy small positive coefficient frcan 
aizorpdon, aidi Pu-239 resomzne broadeninrg, but N=c~ effects re delicMt anid comnpatble even at.  
very high levels of hydration Unfortnatey, they cwatoat be ovauated from the calculatios im 
"Criticaity Xaae,o whicb w=r appmartly all performed fot cold soil, pure SiO2. and pure Pu

239. All tkre of dbos resrictimn would have wo be removed to provid an acmmncst beyuad that 

in Tblw Myth of Nuclear Explosion at WNWt Disposal Shag which pRedcts 014e1rall V ~bh . 11 

Enwp r p so . Evest if dispersion and criticality ame assumed. the cowhluion that an 
exploson would ocw is inorec. Nuclear Excmurson"pouwlats 'auto-catytc" behavio i 
wbia the releas of energy leads to greater cditcality, but fth diwsmuion above Abows *ha in dry 
repository matedal fte rebeas of energ jzustd reduces critcality and shuts the reache off .
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"Critidcity Ismts' postulate amt-catalytic behavior m hydrate mixtmm, but the' discussion of 

fte previous section shows tha to the exittn that the phenomenon has been quandficd by earlier 

Work, the release of enew erydoces giticahty ther too. Temperaturo ivcruaewapa tu be 

fimited to at towt frsipions of a deg=e for plausible dispersal timma 
The postalated machanimus for explosion a= not crofile. Ube essential' fe~am of 

explodave prooma is dz rate at which energy is released. The papers do noa calculmae it; they do not 

ev= eafwate iL They sumply assme Ii For the Ingest realistic rates the most that appear possible 

is beadrin and evaportio of some water before a smooth that down. There is no cradible 

mechaism for relasng eergy on a ditu scale shmr enough for even a sweam explosion A nuclear 
IpIosk must mae fte transition from critical to highly supezrmitcal in a fatwion of a socond. A 

cmeibe means to fore such a aansi~oa in a repository has not been found. 12 Thus, the Ussartion 

that an explosion would occur is incorrec 
Even if dispersion. criticality, and enerW releas are assumad, which appear virtually 

imposeble on the basis of the argu~me above, them would be no serious cnquezwes 
elsewher in the repository or on the surface. Even if an explosion could occu, ci.Jl calculations 

indicale that the energ released would be an the order of a few, percent of that from the natumi 
decy of the Nu over the sam ftie scale. DeWWle imydrodynamic calcua&ions indicat tha the 

ccentaiezt volumes fau suhchxplosions would be very mU onaipared to the nominal spWaci 
betwemn hlora ekcnmfts; thus, th=r could not be any coupbig between atorage. elements or any 
possbility of peAte =enw reea~s" through syM riMF L 3 % 

Raladonu with other' work. Ilat the =idcal mass may be reduced by dilution by 
modemaing material. as discuse in the paper. is well wukrauood by the nuclear Conmimuity.  

Fami used it to full advantage when he asembled the fims pile vader fte grnstndWM a Stagg 
Stadiumi. 14 pami als usedf whe dvuages of het~erognity in mmiwngrin resonance losses in 

flawa' uwiaz"U akbouth that 6s irrelevant to the 4 =waious of Pu reactvity here 

1he National A aey of Sci .cort doe not su~Sp eMplaeIU cn Of weapos 
plutonitum in the maun= discussr.d by "Nuclar Excumndws,' although it (Hd covmn~t on fte 
Ladvtaps of higher Sssik toadinga. T= Academy was, aimr to the potential, ftr critiaiyq and 

qIIalifid s racown~mdadc by stating &Ma fiadwe anAlysis and &icussion were needed before 
&decii on di. beat and saftst rologi disposition of weapon ad meato spent fueL 

Swuzumy. We should always be alert to udnineded comeus Ie and OPe to 

d'iacusAicm d*at iluminate poftntial danger in DuClex wast StOrAge. TNCM~ula &cGunk agued 
than ther wer erius daspa in Propod rePository conep, but review found the p4peia 

major suM=ptios flawed and itS major conobsias incorrect for fundmenal Wchnica MRSons 
which wer staled in deUa9 andi in wdtln& *Criziaiit Una*ies M not respond to thow. c 'nds; 

instead, it intrdgced a new sconar;% in which it made the &am tachnical cirorinma now COntext
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Those emmos w= combined for publicationm i ~n WaJrwgd Autucatiytic Crificlity.3 We find 
to technical widt in these papers However, they tmat technical mnAum and apparently cmuam n~o 
ciassffited mahhrial, tbwL in accord with the Labovatoty's policy of open and unrestrcted re~arch 
and discusion on anclassif~d matter, the authocs should be five to submit dx*i pqwe (or 
publication in a poor reviewed journal.  

We do not Chid any value wn chw two papers dtat would justif thir publication, =nd do 
not wee how to produce such a paper from them. They cont~ain~ fundaetal CC=or 3M CGIAMPL and 

eiceciiott. They show 4o rsmp of suh elemeuWy cowcets as die time scale for fte approah to 
crificality, the rar of encrx relesuse, wad die czucisl role of the negative, rWnPcrani coeficient a~ 
the rystems treatd. Moreover, they show no appteciation of them POms even After ftey uem 
pmintd out clearly in the review by thos who do did widrtmand ther. 7Ua is compounded by the 
shiftng sceaos on which the papers am based a" the alamais eukianes ofpoteatial effects, 
which have become les credible anid mort shnUl throughout tde review process 

The audnth hav shown Iit1e iterst in technical 3uggeston or inclinawin to rimpond to 
themi; mtus, it ovould not appear to be useful to wo tinu this one-sided discussion. Howeviu, it 
would be irrepondible for the Laboratory to dissemin ate untewtd Opinions in this visble and 
contmvrovui aima Thus, if diii iroamu is continued Wn these indiiduals =tmai amsciated with 
it, the Wlawqatr would be well nerve by establishig a pcuanamr id team, funded by thi 

P Pra and cotnposed of members froi fth cogd~ant techni cal divisions, with the responsibility 
of iindeendtaay checidng the calculations done by thos in the p~grenm
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